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TERMIDOR HPII
HIGH PRECISION INJECTION SYSTEM

Technology is constantly advancing, enhancing
our lives every day. The newest technology in
termite treatment, Termidor HPII High Precision
Injection System, is changing the way we treat for
termites. The days of destructive and unreliable
treatments are in the past.
This guide introduces you to the most eﬀective,
eﬃcient, and revolutionary product in termite
treatment, HPII. We’ll describe the product, how
it’s used, its beneﬁts, and compare it to other
treatment methods.
This innovative and groundbreaking treatment
has just come to Georgia, and Breda Pest
Management is the only company oﬀering the
advantages of HPII for Georgia homes.

NEW INNOVATIVE TREATMENT
Termidor HPII High Precision Injection System is a vertical hydraulic treatment
that is injected from atop the soil/surface at approximately 4000 psi and
creates a uniform 12 inch treatment zone. Each zone is treated with Termidor
termiticide, a proven performer for more than 16 years. The uniform,
complete treatment is done throughout the entire yard, or desired treatment
area.
As with other Termidor products, the treatment is only required once every
10 years, unless additional termite activity is found during the 10 year period.
In three months or less after treatment, you can expect 100% termite control.
Few other treatment plans can guarantee you a complete elimination of the
termite colony threatening your area.

CLOSER LOOK AT THE
CHEMICAL INTERACTION
You don’t have to be a chemist to understand that this product works!
Termidor HPII is referred to as a non-repellent, meaning termites will enter
the barrier unaware they have picked up the chemicals. This transfer method
allows them to pick up and carry it back to their colony, thereby spreading the
deadly chemical amongst one another through their grooming process
(rubbing against each other).
In about three months, the chemical will make it all the way through the
diﬀerent social casts of the colony, and ﬁnally to the queen for total colony
elimination. This makes HPII 100% eﬀective in eliminating the problem and
the source. Since the treatment is below soil grade, it is extremely eﬀective at
killing termites, but completely harmless to family members, animals, and
important pollinators, such as bees.

THE BENEFITS THAT HPII
IS OFFERING YOU
We care about giving you the best experience and treatment possible, so
when we say this is the best treatment in the industry, we mean it. There
are many beneﬁts of using the HPII treatment for your termite problems.
There is no digging, trenching, or rodding required around your
home; application sites remain virtually unseen. This treatment
doesn’t disturb or destroy your yard.
It should take about an hour for the treatment to be complete, so we
won’t be in your space all day.
You can count on the treatment to work. To ensure accuracy and
consistency, the Termidor HPII Injection System is equipped with an
advanced digital onboard computer that prevents over or under
usage of the product by providing treatment readings within a tenth
of an ounce.

Termidor HP Injection system is revolutionizing the industry and will
make all other treatment methods obsolete.

TERMIDOR HP INJECTION
SYSTEM VS. BAITING
One of the more common treatment options is known as baiting. You may
have used this in the past, or currently use it, but the Termidor HPII treatment
oﬀers many more beneﬁts.
Structures treated with Termidor have less than a 1% retreat rate nationwide,
it’s that good. Retreat rates vary with the wide variety of baiting and
monitoring station systems, but national statistics are higher. Statistically,
Termidor HPII treatments are far more eﬀective.
As with all previous Termidor products, HPII only needs to be applied once
every 10 years and only requires one inspection per year. In comparison, bait
stations typically require inspections 1-4 times per year and product/baits
need to be continually added as needed throughout the time that they are
installed and monitored.
Baiting stations are placed out in the open yard, approximately every 10 feet
and can be considered an eyesore. Ditch the bait stations with the Termidor
HPII treatment that has no visible impact or foot print left behind in the yard.
Keep your yard looking fresh and your home free of termites.
Due to the need to inspect, monitor, and reﬁll baits, along with their higher
retreat rates, their renewal rates tend to be quite a bit higher than the
renewal rates of Termidor HPII. Breda Pest Management’s annual renewal
rate is currently a locked in rate of $195 a year (after the ﬁrst year’s
treatment) for a total of 10 years. Sticking with and renewing a baiting
treatment can cost you upwards of $300, depending on how many stations
are in place.
Over a 10 year period at Breda Pest
Management, our retreatment rate is less
than 0.5%

TERMIDOR HP INJECTION
TRADITIONAL LIQUID
If you are familiar with traditional liquid treatments
you know how long the process takes and how
disruptive it can be to your yard. With Termidor
HPII, you no longer have to worry about heavy
equipment tearing up your yard and landscaping.
No trenching is required with the High Precision
Injection System, and the product can also treat
around concrete slabs such as patios, walkways,
and garage ﬂoors without the need for drilling.
Drilling may only be necessary in extreme cases to
ensure termite elimination.
This new treatment system is designed to create an
even more complete, uniform treatment zone,
known as “High Termite Activity Zones”, which treats
what traditional rodding and trenching methods
would have covered.
There is no room for error in this process due to the high-tech onboard
computer. The Termidor HPII Injection System mixes the product and water
via the computer for an exact measurement of mixture each application.
Traditional liquid products are mixed by the technician and must properly
measure product and water levels accurately to get a properly mixed ﬁnal
solution. Safety levels for both traditional rodding and trenching methods and
HPII are similar. However, using HPII will eliminate all room for human error.

HOW TO KEEP TERMITES
OUT FOR GOOD
Now that you understand the beneﬁts that of the Termidor HPII
High Precision Injection System, we hope you’ll consider
improving your next termite treatment experience by having the
experts at Breda Pest Management treat your home with HPII.
By switching to the HPII treatment you will be saving money,
your yard, and your home. HPII is a substantially better
treatment that requires less maintenance and upkeep than
other traditional treatments. Don’t destroy your yard with
outdated rodding and trenching techniques or unpleasant bait
stations. HPII has revolutionized the industry, so it’s time for you
take advantage of the advancements that have been made.
At Breda Pest Management, our team of licensed and certiﬁed
pest control professionals have provided residents across the
state of Georgia with safe and eﬀective pest control for decades.
No matter what pest is bugging you, we’ve got the tools and the
know-how to keep it out of your house for good.

